EXPERIENCE AND PASSION SINCE 1982

STIAL

We make a difference
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Experience and attention
are our key strengths
to face the unstoppable evolution
of today’s technological landscape
combined with passion for detail
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ABOUT STIAL

The hearth of our work

For more than 37 years, we have specialised in
cold forming of sheet metal, blanking,
deep drawing and assembly of parts.
We operate on demand to suit customer specifications,
with a flexible, professional and punctual structure.
Thanks to a full set of machines and state-of-the-art systems,
we are able to meet the design and production requirements
of several industrial sectors, with the aim of becoming
the ideal partner,for the realisation of simple
and complex components and subassemblies.
We are located in the northern part of Milan in Varedo,
an area of renowned industrial tradition,
with a full range of industrial services and expertise
at its disposal which are among the highest
in the mechanical machining sector.

Our top-quality services:
Engineering and Co-design
Die construction
Forming and Blanking
Deep drawing
Assembly
Surface treatments

38+
70+
6,500+
20,000
12,000,000
EURO12,700

YEARS OF ACTIVITY
EMPLOYEES
COVERED M2
MQ IN TOTAL
COMPONENTS/YEAR
OF TURNOVER IN 2019

MISSION
We want to build a relationship with customers aimed at reaching shared market success.
Through two fundamental assets:
SEARCH FOR CONTINUOUS TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT OF PRODUCT QUALITY

We purchased a building in Varedo to support
the company’s growth. We doubled the
operating area and the number of machines
from 5 to 10 plants to better serve the national
market. Davide, son of Giovanni, joined the
company and gave it a strong orientation
towards quality. We achieved ISO9001:2015
Certification and in 1997 provided the
internal laboratory with a three-dimensional
coordinate measuring machine.

We increasingly specialized in the automotive
and energy industry. We expanded the quality
control laboratory, achieved ISO/TS 16949:2009
certification and, in 2017, with the passage to
IATF16949:2016, achieved this certification also
for welding. We organized our in-house engineering department to construct dies in full autonomy
for mass production. The number of employees
reached 70 and we increased even more our
operating spaces.

1990

2010

Consolidation

Specialization

TIMELINE

A passionate
growth

1982

Development
Giovanni Zacchetti established STIAL (Società
Tranciatura Imbutitura Assemblaggio Lamiere).
Manufacturing for the automotive industry was
carried out in the small laboratory in Varedo.
The market grew together with the company.
Customers increased and industrial sectors
diversified: electrical appliances, furniture,
building.

2000

Enlargement
We grew again and purchased another building adjacent to the current one. The covered
area increased to host the new 800-1000 tons
machines complementing the already existing range. We reorganized the company’s
structure and complemented staff with new
highly professionalized figures with specific
skills.

FUTURE
We will continue to enlarge and update the
range of our machines in order to better
manage the realization of subassemblies.
We will improve internal processes by
developing the 3D prototyping step
and aiming at training staff, without
forgetting to study and use new materials.
We are ready to face the challenges of the
future. Always by your side.
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WORKFLOW

The effectiveness of Stial’s method
From a simple idea to a finished custom-made product…
Step by step, STIAL’s method for engineering the process
by fully customizing it based on your project specifications.

PROJECT

PRE-SERIES

Our technical department
designs dies and testes
them with a simulation
software.

We manufacture a pre-series
and check it in detail
to validate any features
and components.

PROTOTYPING

DIE CREATION

We start from the customer’s idea.
We study its feasibility,
optimizing the different
factors involved.

Our technical department
designs dies and testes them
with a simulation software.

SURFACE
TREATMENTS

PRODUCTION

We perform all necessary surface
treatments both inside and outside:
powder coating, cataphoresis
painting and galvanization.

We can manufacture from
100 to 1,000,000 parts per month
by using our
100 to 1,000 t presses.

ASSEMBLY
We assemble parts of simple
and complex subassemblies,
with different types of welding
or MIG-MAG mechanical
systems (robot-supported)
or point clamping.

TESTS, CHECKS,
CERTIFICATIONS

TRACEABILITY

We perform compliance checks
throughout the production chain
and tests of any kind to verify
the quality of individual components
and subassemblies.

We ensure traceability for
each part thanks to the use of bar codes:
from raw materials to finished products
(from an Industry 4.0 point of view).

DELIVERY
We deliver products through
our selected carriers or carriers
stated by the customer.
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AUTOMOTIVE
Thanks to our historic expertise,
we follow and advice customers in
manufacturing more complex products.
With very high quality ensure by
IATF 16949:2016 and ISO 9001:2015
certifications.

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE
Washing machines, dishwashers,
ovens, refrigerators… any other
electrical appliances.
We are able to manufacture any parts
in the required material: stainless steel,
aluminium, other materials.

SECTORS

Solutions for competitive sectors
We partner with companies that operate in particularly
challenging and competitive industrial sectors.
We offer competence, result and innovation.
Each project is an incentive to study and implement
technological solutions that improve quality, reliability and safety.
An opportunity to grow and improve our know-how.

PLANT ENGINEERING
More than 35 years of activity
in the energy (gas) industry allow us
to offer a comprehensive service:
from the production of dies
to the delivery of the finished item.

FURNITURE
Since the early ‘90s, we have
produced tens of millions of items.
We are able to make parts and items
based on drawings, in the time
and volumes requested.

BUILDING
We design and produce specific
components. From shelves for
warehouses to structures for raised
floors, we can meet simple
or complex requirements.
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FORMING

All the flexibility you need
We are specialized in cold forming of sheet metal with
different technologies. Thanks to the staff competence, our know-how
in different sectors and range of machines, we are able to adapt
and customize production, with fast delivery.
We can convert pieces from flat to deep-drawn and manage simple
and complex geometries with the same skilfulness and precision.
All machines are equipped with pulpits connected via a wi-fi network
to a main server which collects all the data relating to real time production
flows, hence maintaining instant operational and flexibility.

15 presses, from 100 to 1000 tons,
hydraulic, mechanical, transfer and progressive
Thickness from 0,5 mm to 10 mm
Piece dimensions from 5 mm to 1000 mm
Processing of from 1.000 to 1.000.000 pieces/month

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Ready to build, with you

After collaborating with external companies, in 2015 we decided to start an in-house engineering department.
The benefits are many: full design and construction of dies, synergy with the technical department
and the customer for co-design, immediate quality control and conformity testing, rapid realization.
Today, the engineering department has approximately ten highly professional employees and
an increasingly evolving range of state-of-the-art machines and equipment.
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LABORATORY:

everything under control

ASSEMBLY

Workmanlike, test-proof
Our in-house assembly department can count on experienced
and constantly trained staff that realize simple and complex
subassemblies with different process technologies and reliable,
precise and quality welding: wire, electric resistance,
TIG, MIG, MAG welding.
Also welding achieved IATF16949:2016 certification.
Our welding professionals are certified by the Italian Welding Institute (IIS).
Each day, we print and assemble structural components for cars and parts
for different industrial sectors, by using robot welding systems and special
lines that are specifically designed to meet top-quality requirements.
And to pass several tests and checks of any kind carried out
by our in-house laboratory.

We have always paid maximum attention
to continuous and systematic measuring
and monitoring of production quality.
Our metrology laboratory is manned by qualified
technicians and equipped with testing, control and
inspection equipment and instruments: a durometer,
a traction unit, a microscope for measuring weld penetration,
a roughness meter, calibres, micrometres and 2 innovative
measuring machines equipped with software for the 3D
automatic control of pieces produced and equipment used.
There is also the newest range of lasers.
Thanks to the IT system called Airone, we check CPKs
of safety amounts stated in customers’ drawings,
even directly in the productions step.
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QUALITY
CERTIFICATIONS
Beyond certified quality

We operate with a Quality Management System
in compliance with UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 and IATF 16949:2016.
However, quality is an aptitude actually shared at all corporate
levels rather than on paper: everything we do is aimed at achieving
and keeping this goal.
We have been always pursuing control in production in order
to progressively reach the ambitious target of “zero defects”
and structural competitiveness of our industrial processes.

Our quality standards
- Ongoing improvement
- Customer focus
- Compliance with all occupational safety regulations
- Ongoing search for technological innovation
- Respect for the environment
- Excellence in product and service quality
- Operational flexibility to meet changing market requirements
- Compliance with international regulations
- Prevention of defects by means of tools such as FMEA
- Quality individual responsibility
- Ongoing training of all employees
- Continuous monitoring of service to improve it
- Availability and visibility of data records as proof of product quality (PPAP)
- Ensuring availability of necessary resources and information to support the functioning,
monitoring, measuring and analysis of corporate processes.
- Identification of explicit and implicit customer’s needs and applicable regulatory requirements
and their conversion into new corporate goals.
- Ensuring the company’s commitment to pollution prevention.
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Stial s.r.l.
Via Sondrio 16
20814 Varedo (MB)
T +39 0362.583541
F +39 0362.554711
info@stial.it
www.stial.it

